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Abstract — This paper addresses the problem of
segmentation of moving objects in image sequences. A
graph-based algorithm is introduced to separate the
moving layers from the background. By using this method,
the problem of contributing spatial and temporal global
properties into segmentation of moving objects is handled.
In addition, the complexity of segmentation procedure is
reduced so that it can be used in real-time applications.
The superiority of the proposed algorithm is shown by
evaluating the results obtained from our approach and the
latest similar methodologies. This assessment is done in
both subjective measurement and complexity aspects.
Index Terms — Segmentation, moving objects, graph
algorithm, moving layer.

I. INTRODUCTION
Segmentation of moving objects in image sequences is
an essential task in many vision applications [1]. As an
exemplification, by having precise borders of moving
objects, the accuracy of tracking algorithms can be
improved efficiently. Moreover, after introduction of
object-based video coding [2], the need for a robust and
efficient algorithm for distinguishing objects in videos
has arisen. The required resolution of segmentation
process depends on the undergoing application (i.e.,
having coarse boarders is sufficient for tracking
applications while in compression applications accuracy
of segments turns into a crucial criterion).
Because of existence of many artifacts (i.e., lightening
disturbance and capturing noise), distinguishing moving
objects in image sequences is still an open problem. To
alleviate these difficulties, using all temporal and spatial
information is an inevitable task. Besides, as objects are
mainly recognized by their general properties (i.e.,
shape of object, texture of object and object motion),
algorithms working on global properties are more
efficient for segmentation purposes. Although
segmentation methods that are based on global features
are more desirable, they mostly have more
computational cost and thus should be modified for realtime applications.
Previous works mostly are restrictively based on
temporal features or spatial features of moving objects
[3]. On the other hand, almost all of the fast algorithms
employed for discriminating moving objects are using
only local behavior of pixels [4,5]. Also, some rare
existing approaches that use both temporal and spatial

features that are based on global properties as well,
suffer from a very high computational cost so that with
current processing tools they are impractical for realtime applications.
The proposed algorithm improves the performance of
the previously reported works by taking both motion
and motion information into account when determining
the moving objects. Furthermore, by using graph tools
we have included the general behavior of moving
objects in our segmentation method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II an overview on related previous works is given. In
Section III different steps of the proposed algorithm are
introduced in detail. The experimental results are shown
in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
Previous works done in segmentation of moving
objects can be categorized in two main groups.
1) Algorithms that work on temporal properties of
input signals; such as modeling the background
by a mixture of Gaussians [6], techniques that
differentiate between consequent frames [7],
and optical flow-based methods [8].
2) Algorithms that use the spatial properties of
pixels to track and segment objects; like
algorithms using color histogram [9], contourbased tracking [10], and mesh-based tracking
[11].
Although satisfactory results have been given, but in
each group some shortcomings have been encountered.
For instance, for spatial-based types, the major
drawback is the change of features during time (like
color alternation [10]). In temporal-based approaches,
the key challenge is facing the noise occurred by
environmental changes or by artifacts during video
coding [7]. Consequently, many attempts have been
made to combine both types together to improve the
performance of currently available algorithms. For
instance, in [12] the contours and vectors flows are
blended together, and in [10] by mixing the estimation
algorithms and edge details it has been claimed that
acceptable results can be obtained.
The most powerful existing algorithms which use
both types of information in moving object

segmentation are the graph-cut-based methods [13]. In
this approach two types of energy are defined:
1) The foreground and background energy; which
is obtained by probability of relevance of nodes
to the foreground or background.
2) Spatial coherence energy; which is gained by
spatial resemblance between nodes.
In graph-cut approach, in each frame of sequence a
graph is constructed. Each node of graph corresponds to
a pixel in frame. Two additional nodes that demonstrate
the foreground and background classes are added to the
graph; we call them source and sink in respect. Source
and sink nodes are connected to each pixel nodes with
weighted edges as shown in Fig. 1. Weight of the
connecting edges between source/sink and pixel nodes,
presents membership power of corresponding pixel to
foreground/background segments. This membership
power can be calculated from the difference between
current frame and background model, at the
corresponding pixel. Each pixel vertex is also linked to
its neighbors with weighted edges showing how the
neighbors are similar together. Graph-cut is a method
that segments the pixel vertices to foreground and
background classes so that best segmentation is
achieved according to weight of edges. By proper
setting the source/sink links and neighbor connections
the problem of separation of foreground from
background is reduced to the problem of finding the
maximum flow in graphs which can be easily solved.
There are many implementations of these types of
algorithms available which vary by their definition of
background and foreground energies [14,15]. The most
important limitation of this strategy is its high
computational cost that reduces its uses especially in
applications requiring real-time processes [13].

probability of belonging to the background regions.
Next, by using the segments obtained from previous
frame, the location of the segments are estimated in the
current frame. This estimation leads us to find a model
for foreground in the current frame. Then by the
obtained foreground and background models gained
from the previous steps and employing the graph tool,
the current frame is segmented. Finally, the segments
are merged to produce connected regions. Hence, the
proposed algorithm can be divided into four main parts:
background
modeling,
foreground
modeling,
segmentation, and merging. These are explained in
detail in the following subsections.
A. Background modeling
There are many existing algorithms that can be
employed in modeling of the background. A popular
method for background modeling is using single
Gaussian distribution as used in [6]. Improved versions
have used more than one Gaussian distribution for
background modeling [16]. Not completely static
background can be modeled better with a mixture of
Gaussians distribution. Many methods have proposed
the model parameter estimation approaches. In [17], the
number of mixture components is constantly adopted for
each pixel. Non-parametric approaches for dealing with
limitation of parametric models such as Gaussian
assumption for pixels intensity is proposed in [18].
Background modeling is performed using edge features
in some methods. For having the best results with a low
complexity, we adopt the approach introduced in [16].
As such, the relation that shows the probability of being
in background in each turns to:
P( X t ) =

K

∑ω

i ,t

× η (X t , µi ,t , Σi ,t ),

(1)

i =1

where

ωi,t

is the weight of the ith Gaussian in the

µi,t denotes the mean,
and function η is the

mixture at time t where Σω = 1,

Σ i,t is the covariance matrix,

Gaussian probability density function. For each pixel,
we select the µ i,t that corresponds to ith Gaussian
Fig 1. graph-cut structure for 3x3 image.

mixture with maximum weight, ωi,t , as color of
background at time t.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our ultimate goal is reserving the same advantages
that graph-cut-based methods have while having much
lower computational cost. The proposed algorithm
follows the approach presented in [13] but with some
modification that makes it feasible for real-time
applications. The algorithm first models the behavior of
pixels in time and by this for each pixel it obtains the

B. Foreground modeling
The algorithm performs iteratively and at each
iteration it uses the previously obtained segments as the
input to find the new segments. In this approach,
motions of previous segments are estimated. Next,
previous segments are moved by estimated motions to
represent preceding segments in current frame.
Foreground color of each pixel is considered as the

color of the moved previous segments in that pixel.
Consequently, for having foreground model, an
algorithm is needed to localize the previous segments in
the current frame.
For estimation of motion of previous segments, there
exist different kinds of algorithms that operate on
different data types. Estimation-based algorithms (like
Kalman filters [19]) use previous object locations to
estimate the current object state. Recently, new Kalmanbased algorithms have been suggested that improve the
results of previous ones but with higher computational
cost [20]. Another option would be the algorithms
using color histograms (like mean-shift tracking
algorithm [9]). For having robust tracking with less
computations we used the mean-shift algorithm but with
some changes. For instance the computation of
histogram is performed only on segmented parts in the
current frame and the searching correspondence process
is performed only on points ensured to be in foreground
regions (points having large distance from background).
For modeling foreground, histogram of segment in
previous frame is taken. Next, current frame is searched
by mean-shift algorithm to find most similar box to prior
segment. This similarity is based on histogram. It is
assumed that the motion of each segment is the vector
connecting box surrounding segment in prior frame to
box announced by mean-shift algorithm in current frame
(see Fig. 2). After estimation of motion, previous
segment is moved by this motion and color of each pixel
in moved segment is considered as foreground color in
current frame.

global behavior of pixels. 2) It has low computational
complexity and can be applicable in nearly linear time.
(This property makes the proposed algorithm superior
over similar methodologies like graph-cuts.) 3) By using
graphs and selecting vectors representing adjacency of
two pixels, the information of locality is included. This
feature makes the algorithm superior to algorithms that
segment upon only color or texture information; like
algorithms using K-means clustering on color features
[22].
For adapting [21] into segmentation of moving
objects we employed a function for combining two
types of features one showing the distance from
background and the other one showing the distance
from foreground. For each pixel, by combination of
these two types in the way depicted in Fig. 3, proper
features for segmentation are obtained. We have found
that a linear combination of these two types make a
proper function of blending. As the result, for each pixel
its feature relation transfers to

F ( p) = α d ( p, pb ) + (1 − α ) d ( p, p f ) ,

(2)

where d ( p, pb ) denotes the distance of color of pixel in
the current frame from color of background announced
in the background model. d ( p, p f ) denotes the
distance of color of pixel in the current frame from color
of foreground announced in the foreground model.

Fig. 3. Strategy of mixing foreground properties by
background properties.
Fig. 2. Motion estimation strategy.

C. Segmentation
At this Step, we have joined the pixels that have
similar features. For each pixel two features are
selected: 1) distance from background 2) distance from
foreground. First feature is gained based on information
obtained from the background model and the second
one is inferred from foreground estimation as explained
in previous step. The desired algorithm must have low
complexity and strong power of discrimination. The
choices in this regard are quite vast. We adopt the
approach introduced in [21] because of three major
reasons: 1) in that method it has been tried to act upon

After assigning features to each pixel, it is time to
segment the pixels based on these features. Like [21] we
build a graph having a node for each pixel. Then each
two nodes corresponding to two adjacent pixels are
connected by a weighted edge. The weight of this edge
equals to Euclidian distance of features of those adjacent
pixels. After the graph construction step, for each node
one set is made and these sets are connected by edges
connecting member nodes (see Fig. 4). Next, the
algorithm iterates on edges and for each edge that
connects two different sets we join those sets if the
weight of that edge is below the average weights of
edges in both sets. By using the average of weights in
each set, it is asserted that general behavior of pixels is
reflected in segmentation process. The results of

applying the algorithm on still images can be inferred as
a proof for this claiming.

Outdoor video is captured with 30 frames per second
and each frame size is: 768x520. Fig. 5 compares result
of proposed algorithm and result of graph-cut-based
algorithm introduced in [13] on indoor video.

Fig. 4. Graph structure of proposed algorithm. Circles denote
graph nodes and rectangles show the sets. The merging step is
done by edges connecting two sets together as shown by a
line.

As suggested in [21], a disjoint set data structure is
used to reduce the computational cost of the algorithm.
It is proved that the algorithm complexity
is O (n log n) , where n is the number of graph nodes
and since it is nearly linear of number of pixels, for
videos having regular sizes (lower than 640x480) it can
be computed in real-time.
D. Merging
Segments resulted from the previous stage might need
post-processing to become more meaningful.
Consequently, an algorithm for labeling each segment as
foreground or background is required. In this part,
segments must be merged together to produce
foreground and background regions. Segment
combination can be taken upon different criteria such as
motion or distance from background/foreground models.
For labeling the segments, at first each pixel is
assigned to be of type of foreground or background. For
deciding on type of each pixel, its distance from
background model and foreground model is computed.
If the pixel color is more similar to the foreground it is
assigned as a foreground pixel and otherwise it is
considered as a background pixel. Finally, for each
segment the number of its foreground pixels and
background pixels are counted and if the number of
foreground pixels is greater than background ones that
segment is announced as foreground segment and other
wise it is decided to be background segment.

Fig. 5. (a) Original indoor frame, (b) Segmented image
produced by our algorithm. (c) Image obtained by merging
segments as proposed in D section. (d) Segmented Image
obtained by algorithm [13].

It is obvious that results obtained by proposed
algorithm are better than results generated by [13].
Superiority of our algorithm is more noticeable when
processing outdoor videos as illustrated in Fig. 6.
It is apparent that results in [13] are much coarser than
ours. It can be observed that small background regions
surrender by foreground regions are vanished when
using [13].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm is judged. Evaluation is done by comparison
of results of proposed algorithm and algorithm
presented in [13]. This judgment is based on both
subjective measurements and time complexity aspects.
We use an indoor video taken from class environment
and an outdoor video taken from University location as
inputs of both algorithms. Indoor video is captured with
30 frames per second that each frame size is: 640x480.

Fig. 6. (a) Original indoor frame (b) Segmented image
produced by algorithm. (c) Image obtained by merging
segments as proposed in algorithm. (d) Segmented
Image obtained by applying algorithm [13].
As it was noticed, our algorithm has lower time
complexity than algorithm introduced in [13]. We
implement proposed algorithm and algorithm introduced
in [13] both with standard C++. Both are run on 3 Giga
hertz Pentium Dual Core processor with Windows XP

operating system. Table I compares time taken for each
algorithm to process each frame of input video with
different sizes.
TABLE I
Comparison of time complexity of proposed algorithm and
algorithm introduced in [13].
Frame Size

Proposed Algorithm
Cost (ms)

Algorithm in [13]
Cost (ms)

160x120
320x240
640x480

26
32
47

98
265
964

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper an algorithm for segmentation of moving
objects is introduced. In suggested approach both
temporal and spatial properties of pixels are included. In
addition, by using graph it has been tried to segment
moving objects by considering general properties of
pixels. The obtained results show much improvement in
both complexity and subjective measurements in
contrast with latest related works. The time needed to
process each frame is reduced to 0.04 time needed in
graph-cut-based algorithm while having equivalent or
better subjective results.
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